eSports Lab Policies

- The eSports lab is open to all currently enrolled UWEC students and UWEC faculty/staff with a valid Blugold ID during scheduled open hours.
- Users of the eSports lab must always comply with all staff directives and all other departmental, university, state, and federal policies, including the technology use policies of UWEC and UW-System (no installation of program on computers, etc.).
- The lab PCs are to be used for approved gaming purposes only, all other uses prohibited.
- All lab equipment, including hardware, peripherals, furniture, etc. is not to be removed from the lab for any reason.
- No food or beverages are allowed into the eSports lab except for water. Water must be in a sealed, leak-proof container. Consuming of alcohol or other substances is strictly prohibited.
- Bags and personal belongings must always be stored under the desk or at a staff designated location and out of the way.
- Personal gear, including peripherals, backpacks, etc. must not show discriminatory or profane decals.
- Demonstrate respect for equipment and personnel – no toxicity allowed. All participants must adhere to both UWEC and Recreation and Sport Operations Codes of Conducts, including but not limited to the following directive:
  - Treat Recreation and Sport Operations staff and facility with respect.
  - Act with character and courtesy while respecting the rights, welfare and dignity of all others in the eSports facility.
  - Refrain from vulgar language and offensive conduct.
  - Act in a safe, responsible manner regarding equipment, self, and others.
  - Contact a member of the Recreation and Sport Operations staff should an accident, injury or related incident occur.
  - During emergency situations, follow the direction of Hilltop Recreation Center staff.
- Gaming sessions will be capped at 90 minutes if there are others waiting to use the PCs. Please honor and respect the time of others.
- No new users and no new games should be started with less than 30 minutes left in operating hours of the lab.
- Be sure to log out of all game accounts before leaving your station.
- When concluding time on PCs, users are expected to clean up their area, including wiping down equipment with cleaning materials provided.

For reservation requests, please contact/visit the Recreation and Sport Operations department or call 715-836-5732.